






The 19” Network Cabinets are a 
new range of enclosures used for 
casing network components and data 
distribution panels and are mostly used 
in electronic and telecommunication 
distribution fields. There are two types 
of network cabinets, the wall-mounted 
cabinet and the floor-standing cabinet.

Different types of technical  
implementations, along with the 
proper accessories for each, offer a 
variety of application possibilities with 
practical and quick cabling solutions, 
easy installation and dismantling, 
and adjustable depth sizing. 

The 19” Network Cabinets are 
manufactured with precision and 
a developed compact design 
to ensure convenient operation 
of various fields that match the 
latest European technologies.
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IEC 2-297

30

1, 1.5 and 2.0 mm mild steel

STANDARD

IP

MATERIAL

Degreasing, phosphating, dual 
rinsing, passivating & kiln drying

TREATMENT

Coated with wrinkled matte black 
epoxy-polyester powder RAL 9005

FINISHING / WALL-MOUNTED NC

Base Frame: Coated with dark gray 
epoxy-polyester powder RAL 7022

Panels: Coated with wrinkled 
light gray epoxy-polyester 
powder RAL 7035

FINISHING / FLOOR-STANDING NC



- Available in 3, 6, 9, 12, 15 and 18 units
- Available in 40, 45 and 60 cm depths
- Front transparent door
- Four nut columns
- Removable attached rectangular 
  plates on the top and bottom 
- The back panel can be replaced with 
  a door in 6, 9, 12 and 15 units
- Removable side panels with sliding locks
  in 6, 9, 12, 15 and 18 units
- Sliding locks can be exchanged 
  with keyed sliding locks

FEATURES:
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- Available in 22, 27, 32, 37,
  42 and 47 units
- Width available in 600 & 800 mm
- Depth available in 600, 800
  and 1000 mm
- Front transparent door
- Two side panels with sliding locks 
  (Sliding locks can be exchanged 
  with keyed sliding locks)
- Four nut columns
- Ceiling ventilation box ready 
  to accommodate 4 fans for 
  600 mm depth, and 6 fans 
  for depths above 600 mm
- Keyed wing knob lock for 
  the front and back doors

For 600 mm width:
- Back door with punched
  louvers for ventilation
- One cable tray

For 800 mm width:
- Perforated back door
- Two vertical cable managements

FEATURES:
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- 19” ventilated tray
- 420 mm in depth
- Fits on all network cabinets

- 2U
- 6 outlets + switch with
  pilot lights
- Fits on all network cabinets
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- 3U
- 23 modules
- Fits on all network cabinets

Comes with an isolator switch with pilot lights



- 1U
- Available with rings or
  with cover 
- Fits on all network cabinets

- Available in two sizes
  80 x 80 mm (Ref: CCF88)
  120 x 120 mm (Ref: CCF1212)

- Cage nuts available as M5 and M6
- Screws available as:
  5 x 16 mm
  6 x 16 mm

With CoverWith Rings

- Polyamide wheels
- For floor-standing cabinets
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The Socket Outlet Cable Reel, 
or ICR-S, is used for construction 
sites and warehouses. Each cable 
reel can fit up to 100 yards (91.44 
meters) of 2 x 2.5 mm cable.

The Triax Cable Reel, or ICR-T, is 
suitable for installation in outside 
broadcast vehicles and cable testing 
trucks. It features a clutch to control 
the movement of the reel, and a lock 
pin to secure it. Each cable reel can fit 
up to 100 meters of 8 mm triax cable.

Audio Snake Cable Reel, or ICR-AS, is suitable for installation 
in outside broadcast vehicles and cable testing trucks. It 
feature a clutch to control the movement of the reel. The 
cage allows for easy carrying and stacking. Each cable reel 
can fit up to 100 meters of 18 mm audio snake cable.
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The Industrial Cable Reel, or ICR, is a heavy-duty drum-designed mild steel 
electrical equipment and is particularly suitable for industrial and constructional 
environments. It can be made with or without brakes, based on the clients 
requirements. Its material and design are carefully implemented to ensure 
high quality, support harsh conditions and provide safety of usage.

There are three types of cable reels:
- ICR-S: Socket Outlet Cable Reel
- ICR-T: Triax Cable Reel
- ICR-AS: Audio Snake Cable Reel

- Comes with brakes
- Dimensions: H480 x W350 x D360 mm

- Comes with brakes
- Dimensions: H535 x W525 x D640 mm

- 4 Outlets
- Can be made with or without brakes
- Dimensions: H480 x W350 x D320 mm

FEATURES:

FEATURES:

FEATURES:



The Modular Battery Rack, or MBR, is a range of easy-to-
install racks used for storage and enlargement purposes, 
to suit a wide variety of indoor applications. They are 
designed and engineered with superior quality and 
durability to provide large power in small footprints.

The modular battery rack is composed of shelves, vertical 
columns and a link column that connects the top shelf 
to the columns. Each shelf has a reinforcement piece 
welded from the bottom to give the shelf extra strength.

The number of shelves depends on the client’s needs, 
but a five shelf rack can withstand up to 2000 Kg.

The MBR is easy to assemble using 8.8 steel grade
cross self-tapping screws. 

1.25 mm thick mild steel sheet

SHELF MATERIAL

1.5 mm thick mild steel sheet

COLUMN MATERIAL

1.5 mm thick mild steel sheet

COLUMN LINK MATERIAL
Coated with wrinkled light gray 
epoxy-polyester powder RAL 7035

FINISHING

Degreasing, phosphating, dual 
rinsing, passivating & kiln drying

TREATMENT
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